Create
Something
Beautiful

Wood
Wood-effect tiles are the perfect choice.

Woodland Grey
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Wood

Grizedale Noce

If you’re looking for a high-performance flooring material
that looks good, brings warmth, comfort and richness to your
home and is practical and hardwearing, then wood-effect
floor tiles are the perfect choice.

Practical and beautiful
Flooring in the living areas of a home has a pretty tough
job to do. It has to endure the wear and tear of foot traffic,
and ill-treatment from muddy boots and spilt liquids. But
versatile wood-effect porcelain floor tiles take this all in
their stride. They can be used indoors, outdoors, in wet
areas and high traffic areas, yet they still manage to retain
their good looks.
These wondrous tiles look so much like wood that it is
difficult to tell the difference. But they won’t warp or stain
like real wood because they are made from porcelain. They
don’t need treating, sealing or staining and are easy to
clean. They are made using the latest digital and printing
techniques to recreate the beautiful and characteristic
grains and knots of real wood so that they bring a natural
softness to your decor.

Woodland Light
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Wood
Dare to be
different
Add some design flair to your living spaces
by creating a stunning feature floor.
Beautiful wood effect tiles offer so much
choice. You don’t need to be confined
to just standard planks, instead choose
patterned wood effect flooring to liven up
your room. When coupled with minimal,
classic furniture the effect can be stunning
and create a design sensation.

Create a statement floor
Versailles Noisette
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Wood

Rainforest Scirocco

...add pleasing
warmth, colour
and texture
Perfect inside and out
Wood effect floor tiles add pleasing warmth, colour and
texture to even the most clinical-looking scheme. You
can create a huge range of design themes in any room
using these versatile tiles, from a Scandi-inspired style
to a traditional aged oak floor look.
If you have plans to create a fantastic outdoor space,
then wood-effect porcelain tiles are perfect for the
job, providing a stylish and hard-wearing alternative
to traditional paving slabs or wooden decking. Plus,
you can avoid all the maintenance which normally
accompanies outdoor flooring, making it easy to keep
your outside space looking its best.

Grizedale Grey
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Wood

Vancouver Country Dark

...an utterly
stylish addition
to any room
The classic visual effect of parquet wood flooring can
be perfectly recreated with porcelain tiles by choosing
the smaller wood-effect tile sizes. When laid in a
herringbone pattern, these tiles recreate a parquet
floor style to stunning effect.

French Parquet Brown

If you’re looking to recreate the tonal beauty of
real wood, then consider choosing a range of wood
effect tiles which offer good colour variation and
which really highlight the realistic knots and grains
produced by the latest digital printing techniques.

French Parquet Blanc
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Wood

Grizedale Natural

Not just for floors
Take your room design one step further and
don’t confine yourself to using wood-effect
tiles on just the floor. They look fabulous
on the walls too and open up the possibility
of creating a seamless look from the floor
right up to the ceiling, perfect for a stunning,
stand-out bathroom.
Contrast the natural charm of wood effect
tiles with sleek, modern sanitary-ware for a
true interior designer look, creating a room
you will always love to spend time in.

...the warming character of
wood in your home
Timber Redwood
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Tileflair at home
We love to see how our customers use our wood effect tiles to
transform their homes. See our social media channels for more
examples of stunning room designs.

Timber Grey
Our Timber Grey wood-effect tiles look fabulous when
paired with this lovely pale kitchen. The special order
decorative inserts add the finishing touches to this
beautiful floor.

Beech Design Ltd

Vancouver
Country Dark
The tonal variation of Vancouver Country Dark is
simply stunning in this beautiful living room.
Wood-effect tiles are tough enough to be used right
next to a wood burner and the addition of our Artisan
Carbone Grey Decor tiles set the room off perfectly.

@GPTiling

Cardinham Almond
Cardinham’s great appeal lies in the extraordinarily
warm and captivating look of wood blended with
realistic and natural colours. This customer has
used the long plank length of 1800mm to beautiful
effect in her kitchen/diner with the long lines of the
wood-effect flooring drawing the eye through the
room and outside into the garden.

Sophie Thompson
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JOIN IN WITH OUR
COMMUNITY

NEW
EXCITING
PROJECTS
EVERY
MONTH

Connect with us
Gris Claro (Light Grey)
TEBK151
150 x 75mm

PROFESSIONAL
ADVICE FROM
THE EXPERTS

ADVICE AND
BEST PRACTISE
FROM THE
EXPERTS

BRINGING YOU THE
LATEST TILE COLOURS
AND STYLES

TOP TRENDS,
LATEST
TILE RANGES
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